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LOW-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT
OF Ce-Ni-Ge COMPOUNDS
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The spe i

heat of CeNiGe3 , Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , Ce3 NiGe2 and Ce3 Ni2 Ge7

and their isostru tural analogues with La or Y was studied in the temperature range 2.570 K. For all the Ce-based
pronoun ed
magneti
spe i

-shaped peaks at the magneti

ompounds

range Kondo and S hottky terms notably
heat. In the ordered region,

ontribution. The

hara teristi

( ) exhibits

Cp T

phase transitions. In the paraontribute to the total

( ) is dominated by a spin-wave

Cp T

Kondo and RKKY energy s ales in all the

ompounds are estimated to be of similar magnitude.
PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.30.Mb

The re ent dis overy of pressure-indu ed super ondu tivity in CeNi2 Ge2
[1℄ has stimulated investigations on several other phases from the ternary
Ce-Ni-Ge system. In this paper we report the results of spe i heat measurements arried out on CeNiGe3 , Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , Ce3 NiGe2 and Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 ,
whi h omplete our omprehensive studies on bulk magneti [2℄ and ele tri al transport [3℄ behaviour of these ompounds. All the Ce-based phases
and their isostru tural analogues with La and Y were prepared and he ked
in a manner des ribed previously [3℄. The spe i heat was measured in
the temperature range 2.570 K by employing an adiabati step-heating
te hnique.


Presented at the International Conferen e on Strongly Correlated Ele tron Systems,
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Fig. 1. (a), (d) Spe i
mark magneti

heat of (Ce/La)3 Ni2 Ge7 and (Ce/La)2 Ni3 Ge5 . The arrows

Non-latti e spe i

heat and entropy

( )

Cp T vs T 2 for La ompounds. (b), (e)
vs T (left and right axes, respe tively). The

phase transitions. Insets:

dashed lines represent the ele troni , Kondo and S hottky
solid lines are ts to Eq. (1). ( ), (f ) Low-temperature

ontributions. The thi k

C .

ts to Eq. (2). Insets: estimation of the Kondo temperatures a

The solid lines are
ording to Ref. [7℄

and [8℄.

The magneti phase transitions in CeNiGe3 , Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , Ce3 NiGe2 and
Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 manifest themselves in Cp T as pronoun ed -shaped peaks
at TN;C = 5.5, 5.1, 6.2 and 7.5 K, respe tively. As an example, Fig. 1
displays the results obtained for Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 and Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 (the data for

( )
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CeNiGe3 and Ce3 NiGe2 will be given elsewhere). In the ase of Ce2 Ni3 Ge5
a subsequent orderorder transition is seen at T1 = 4.4 K in agreement with
Ref. [4℄. Tiny anomalies in Cp T at about 10 K may result from a small
amount of magneti impurity, presumably Ce2 NiGe6 [5℄.
The Cp T urves for the La(Y)-based phases are typi al for nonmagneti
metals (see Fig. 1). The experimental data below 10 K follow the dependen e Cp
T
T 3 with the Sommerfeld oe ients of the order of a
1
2
few mJmol K and the Debye temperatures of about 300 K. Assuming
that the phonon ontribution to the spe i heat, Cph , of the nonmagneti
analogues is a good approximation of Cph in the Ce ompounds, the nonlatti e ontribution C Cp Cph was extra ted, as shown in Fig. 1. Then
the C urves were analysed in the paramagneti region as a sum

( )

( )
= +

 =



C = Cel + CK + CS h ;

(1)

were the subsequent terms denote the ele troni , Kondo and S hottky spei heat, respe tively. For Cel T a simple proportionality Cel
p T was
assumed. The Kondo ontribution CK T with the hara teristi temperature TK was applied, as derived theoreti ally by Desgranges and S hotte [6℄.
For CS h T a doubletdoublet rystal eld s heme with an energy gap CEF
was adopted for Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 and Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , be ause the magnitude of the
magneti entropy at 50 K is for both ompounds only slightly larger than
R
(see Fig. 1). In the ase of CeNiGe3 a doubletdoublet s heme appeared to be not appropriate and the third doublet originated from the
2 F5=2 Ce3+ ground multiplet was taken into a ount. In turn, C T for
Ce3 NiGe2 does not reveal any lear S hottky ontribution and thus the CS h
term was negle ted. Fitting the experimental spe i heat urves to Eq. (1)
yielded the parameters p , CEF and TK given in Table I. It is worthwhile
noting that for all the ompounds the values of CEF and TK are lose to
those estimated from the ele tri al resistivity data [3, 4℄.
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TABLE I
The spe i

heat

hara teristi s for the Cebased

param. region
Compound

CeNiGe3
Ce2 Ni3 Ge5

 p 
mJ
molCe K2

CEF

TK

(K)

(K)




mJ
molCe K2

ompounds.

ord. region





(K)



A

mJ
molCe K5

45

116, 163

4.5

193

4

9.1

4

173

4.7

504

17

6.4

Ce3 NiGe2

25



12







Ce3 Ni2 Ge7

10

148

5.2

78

10

1.1



For omparison the Kondo temperatures have also been al ulated from
the magneti entropy S at TN;C [7℄ and the spe i heat jump ÆC at TN;C [8℄
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(see the graphi al analysis of TK in Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 and Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , presented
in the insets to Figs. 1( ) and 1(f), respe tively). The values of TK derived
from S (ÆC ) are 6.2 (3.7), 6.5 (2.2), 10 (8.4) and 14 (2.5) K for CeNiGe3 ,
Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 , Ce3 NiGe2 and Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 , respe tively. Despite some dis repan ies between the values obtained by dierent methods it is learly seen
that in all the ompounds studied the energy s ales for Kondo and RKKY
intera tions are of similar magnitude.
In the ordered region Cp T of an antiferromagneti Kondo latti e is
given by the formula [9℄

( )

C (T ) =

 T + A7 2 T 1 2 e 

[1+(39=20)(T=)+(51=32)(T=)2 ℄; (2)
term,  is an energy gap in the spin-wave spe -

=

=

=T

where  T is an ele troni
trum and A is a onstant. The least-squares tting parameters for CeNiGe3 ,
Ce2 Ni3 Ge5 and Ce3 Ni2 Ge7 (ferromagneti Ce3 NiGe2 will be analysed separately) are given in Table I (see also the solid lines in Figs. 1( ) and 1(f)).
The enhan ed values of  hint at strong ele troni orrelations in all the
ompounds studied, and thus, together with the behaviour of Cp T in the
paramagneti state, support the dense Kondo pi ture postulated for these
ternaries in the previous studies [24℄.
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